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modern Kashmiri word puru, a foot, for which. Lalla gives the
plural ablative aspairiv, showing that the base of the word is
pair-. "No instance occurs of the form which she would give
to the nominative singular of this word, but she would
probably ha ire used palm, for, in the place of the modern
Kashmiri yutl\ she uses yaiti^ and, in the place of modern Ml-1
(nom. pi, niasc.), how many?, she has kali1. In other words,
in Lalla's time, ai preserved its sound before 7^-matra and
?*-matva, and probably also before w-matra, and the epenthetic
change to « and u seems to have come into the language
since her days. This is borne out by the very fluctuating
methods employed in indicating these changes in writing at
the present; time.
Consonants.—As in the modern language, there are no
sonant aspirates. They are occasionally written in tatsama*\
but even here there is no consistency, and when a sonant-
aspirate is written we may be sure that the fact is of no
importance. On the other hand, we must not reject the
possibility that the customary omission of the aspiration of
sonant aspirates is not original, but has been introduced
during the process of handing down the text by word of
mouth* In other words, we can judge nothing from the
presence or the omission of the aspiration.
We are, however, on surer ground when we approach
the second great law of Kashmiri pronunciation—that a
final surd is always aspirated. These are regularly aspirated
throughout the whole text, and this is original, and is
not due to modern, pronunciation. Thus in verse 5, rdtJi,
night, rhymes with ndtJi, a lord. Now, the th of ndth is
original, and owes nothing to the special Kashmiri niles'but
the original form, of rath is rat, and the t has been aspirated
under the special rule. The fact that rat would not rhyme
with nath shows that Lalla pronounced the word as rdtJi^ and
that consequently she did aspirate her final surds.
Modern Kashmiri has a very weak feeling of the difference
between cerebrals and often interchanges them, and also
commonly, in village dialect, interchanges a cerebral / or d
with a dental r. So, Lalla has do'cft, for modern dod*,
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